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ABU`L-FATH MŪSA BIN FAŻL
AND HIS COINS
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Introduction
Ganja Emirate of Shaddadids was an Azerbaijani state that ruled in Arran
in X-XI centuries respectively. A significant study on this Emirate’s coinage has
already been published as a book. Although the book, co-authored by Lebedev,
Markov and Koyfman, has widely disclosed the coins and information about many
rulers of Ganja Emirate, but no information was given about the coins of Abu'lFath Mūsa bin Fażl. Thus, the coins of Abu'l-Fath Mūsa bin Fażl (AH 422425/1031-1034 AD), who ruled for a short term, remain unstudied until today.
Only two of these ruler’s coins have been noted on the internet resources.
Significant parts of the inscriptions on coins have been erased. This article will
look into these two coins, alongside the other four coins from author`s private
collection. It is considered that the study of these coins is going to be interesting
and crucial for the scientific community. In the following paragraph, brief
information is provided about the reign of Abu'l-Fath Mūsa bin Fażl.
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Historical background
Historical sources provide limited information about the reign of Mūsa bin
Fażl. Only "Ta`rikh Bāb al-Abwāb" ("History of Derbent") gives information about
the reign of the ruler, which was delivered to the present day by Monajjem-bāši.
Historical literature indicates that before Mūsa came to power, his father passed on
the governance of Ganja to him. His father had chosen him as his heir, the
successor to the throne. During those times, Mūsa’s brother `Askuya (or
`Askereveyh) was the governor of Baylaqān. In AH 421/1030 AD, `Askuya
revolted against his father, so Fażl sent his son Mūsa against `Askuya. Mūsa
attacked Baylaqān with his troops, along the way recruiting troops of Russians, and
suppressed the revolt, executing his brother `Askuya. It should be noted that at that
time, the Russians were plundering Shirvanshah territory passing to the Kura River
through the Caspian Sea. Mūsa saved his country from the danger of destruction of
the invaders by directing Russians to Baylaqān in exchange for money, also
managing to suppress his brother's uprising [Aşurbəyli S.B., 2006, p. 104; Keleş
N., 2006, pp. 125-126].
After reigning for 47 years, Fażl bin Muhammad died on 10th of Zulhijja month in
AH 422 (4th December 1031) [Keleş N., 2006, p. 130]. His son Musa succeeded
him after his death. In AH 422/1031 AD Russians attacked the Regions along the
Caspian Sea for the second time. Meanwhile, Mūsa bin Fażl, going to Shirvanshahs
for help, defeated the Russians near Baku. Russians were forced to flee the
Shirvanshahs. The main reason why Mūsa helped the Shirvanshah is explained
with the relative affiliation between these two dynasties. Hence, Mūsa bin Fażl`s
sister, as-Sitt, was Manučehr Shirvanshah’s wife. In AH 425/1034 AD, Abu'lHasan `Alī bin Mūsa al-Laškari (AH 425-441/1034-1049 AD) came to power
killing his father Mūsa bin Fażl. The coins struck in Ganja (written as "Janza") by
Mūsa bin Fażl, who ruled for only three years are considered to be quite rare. The
inscriptions on the billon (silver-copper alloy) dirhams are written in Arabic with
Kufic script.
Studying of coins
On the coins studied, the names of `Abbasid caliphs’ al-Qadir (AH 381422/991-1031 AD) and al-Qa'im (AH 422-467/1031-1075 AD) [Album S., 2013, p.
58] are encountered. The titles and laqābs such as " االمرal-amīr", " االسيدalsayyid", " المنصورal-mansūr", which we usually see on the coins of Fażl bin
Muhammad (AH 375-422/985-1031 AD), are found on his son Mūsa bin Fażl`s
coins as well. It should be emphasized that among the titles of Mūsa bin Fażl, الفواد
"al-fouad" is mentioned too. This title is found only on the coins of Mūsa bin Fażl
coins among the Shaddadid rulers. This word means "heart and cognition" in
Arabic, which has been taken from "Surah an-Najm, Verse 11" in the Qur`ān.
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Photos of the coins studied have been obtained from a few sources. Images of only
two of them (coins No.4 and No.5) have been published on internet without
research [Zeno, No.135719 and No.135695]. The photo of the coin No.4 has been
included in another literature too [Keleş N., 2006, No.3]. Two of the coins (coins
No.2 and No.3) from the hoard of about 1000 pieces (possibly even more) have
been found damaged and broken into pieces. The coins of Shirvanshah `Alī bin
Yazīd and a few Shaddadid rulers are observed in the mentioned hoards. Only two
of Mūsa bin Fażl's coins have been found in the damaged part of the hoard. Coin
No.6 has probably been in the same hoard, but the undamaged coins of the hoard
have been selected and included to personal collection by its first owner. It could
not be clarified whether there were other rulers’ coins among the ones found. The
photo of coin No.1 has been discovered in a completely different place. According
to the information obtained, this coin has been found in a small hoard. Only one
coin of Mūsa bin Fażl has been recorded in that hoard. Other coins were consisted
of billon dirham, which were struck by Fażl bin Muhammad in cities of Barda `a
and Janza (Ganja). There is no information about where, when and by whom the
mentioned hoards were discovered. Unfortunately, these hoards have been sold on
the black market and most of them exported from the country and were included
into various personal collections without scientific research being made.1
The studied coins can be classified into three types [See the scheme on general
characteristics of Mūsa bin Fażl`s coins studied].
Type A
It includes two coins [See coin No.1 and No.2]. The weights of the coins
are 4.22 g and 2.20 g; and the sizes are 18.2 mm and 19.5 × 12.2 𝑚𝑚 respectively.
Coin No.2 has been split into two, and only one part of it has reached our days.
Both coins have been struck with different obverse and reverse dies. The feature,
which distinguishes these coins from others, is that they have been struck with
Caliph al-Qadir. It is not known exactly when these coins have been struck. This is
due to the fact that the dates on the coins have been erased, so the dates can only be
assumed.
Interesting fact is that, al-Qadir, the caliph of the `Abbasid who is mentioned on
these coins, has died five days before the death of Fażl bin Muhammad, on 5
zulhijjah AH 422 (29 November 1031). Nevertheless, the name of caliph al-Qadir
is mentioned on Mūsa bin Fażl's coins instead of the name of the new caliph.
Indeed, sometimes it could take several months for the news of caliph's death to
reach Arrān. Therefore, the coins mentioned in this article are considered to have
been struck at least close to the date after caliph al-Qadir's death. This date may
even be AH 422/1031 AD, the julūs date of Mūsa bin Fażl. A similar situation has
1

We have managed to buy only the examples presented.
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also happened during the reign of Fażl bin Muhammad. Hence, five years after
caliph at-Ta'i`s death (AH 363-381/974-991 AD) his name was encountered on
some of Fażl bin Muhammad`s coins [Lebedev V.P. and all, 2006, p.19]. This
encounter was only on Fażl bin Muhammad`s first coins. This happened due to the
news about caliphate change spreading late or due to the weak relationship between
the regions. The situation in Mūsa bin Fażl's coins is different. It is believed that
the news of caliph's change reached Arrān more quickly in that period. At that
time, Shaddadids were in their development stage; therefore it is believed that the
relations with distant provinces were regular.
It should be noted that, the titles " الفواد المنصورal-fouad", "al-mansūr" encountered
on coins mentioning the caliph al-Qadir, have also been used on the coins struck
with the name of caliph al-Qa'im. It is noteworthy that the coins baring the name of
caliph al-Qa'im do not always bear the mentioned titles. Based on the existing
information, it can be concluded that these titles are probably used only in julūs (or
the first period) coinage, because of all coins minted with the name of caliph alQadir bear these titles. Then reverse dies of the coins bearing the name of caliph alQadir have been also used simultaneously in the coins bearing the name of caliph
al-Qa'im too (it has been concluded so because the coins, which do not have the
titles " الفواد المنصورal-fouad", "al-mansūr" have not been found, but bear the name
of caliph al-Qadir). The caliph's death coincides with Fażl's death. It is presumed
that these coins have been struck in AH 422 or 423 (1031 or 1032 AD), because
both of dates coincide with the 12th months of both calendars (Hijri and Gregorian).
It should be noted that mint place around central and outer circles and date, as well
as verses of holy Qur`ān have been written out along with the linear inscriptions in
the center of the coins. However, in the examined examples, these inscriptions are
nearly erased. The word " جنزهJanza" (i.e. ancient writing form of the word
“Ganja”) is come across on both coins (around central circle of obverse and in the
direction anticlockwise) studied. Inscriptions on the coins and their arrangement
are as follows [See Figure 1]:

Figure 1.
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Type B
It includes 2 coins [see Coin No.3 and No.4]. Weight of the coin No.3 is
0.53 g, and its sizes are 12.4 × 10.0 𝑚𝑚. This coin is broken and only part of it
has reached our days. Although the weight of the coin No.4 is unknown to us, we
know that its size is 20.0 mm. Both coins have been struck with different obverse
and reverse dies. The distinctive feature of these coins is that they are featuring the
name of caliph al-Qa'im on obverse, and the titles " الفواد المنصورal-fouad", "almansūr" on reverse. The dates on coins are not visible. It is believed that these
coins have been struck following striking of type A coins. Inscriptions on the coins
and their arrangement are as follows [See Figure 2]:

Figure 2.

Type C
It includes 2 coins [see Coin No.5 and No.6]. The weight and sizes of the
coin No.5 are unknown. Weight of the coin No.6 is 4.82 g and its size is 20.4 mm.
Both coins have been struck with the same obverse and reverse dies. And, their
obverse die is the same of the die of Coin No.3. It can be supposed that types B and
C have been struck at the same time. The distinctive feature of these coins is the
absence of the titles " الفواد المنصورal-fouad", "al-mansūr" on reverse. The dates on
the coins are not visible. Inscriptions on the coins and their arrangement are as
follows [See Figure 3]:

Figure 3.
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One of the points that is worth emphasizing is "eunwan"s (titles), "laqāb"s
(cognomens/nicknames) and "kunyah"s (teknonyms) of Abu'l-Fath Mūsa bin Fażl.2
Mūsa bin Fażl used the titles " االمرal-amīr" and " االسيدal-sayyid" on his coins.
These titles have been previously used by his father Fażl bin Muhammad as well
[ibid. p. 71]. Both titles are interrelated. So, the meaning of the word "amīr" is the
person who gives orders and commands. In Shaddadids this title was given to the
person who led the Emirate. The translation of the word "sayyid" from Arabic
means "mister" [Bünyadov Z.M., 2007, p. 239]. Both of the above words were
honorable titles given to the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Even
the descendants of Husayn, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), are
called “sayyid’s”, and those who descend from Hasan, who was also the grandson
of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), are called "sharif"s (honorable). Interestingly,
the only paternal descendants of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and those who
accepted Islam are considered as sayyid and sharif. Thus, these titles are not
assigned to people for their position and image in the society. The word "amīr" is
currently being used as "mir" at the beginning of the name of the people, who are
the descendent of this sacred generation. This tradition has been accepted in almost
the entire Islamic world. Therefore, it can be stated that Fażl bin Muhammad and
Mūsa bin Fażl were descendants of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), because both
have used these titles, and like all the prophets, they are also from the hanīf tribe of
Ibrahim (PBUH). It should be noted that the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) has had
no relation whatsoever with the Kurds. Consequently, it is not true to recognize
Shaddadids as a Kurdish dynasty. There is no reliable information on the origin and
identity of Kurtak3 (so called founder of the dynasty) in historical sources [Keleş
N., 2006, p. 83]. Even though in the "Ta`rikh Bāb al-Abwāb" it is noted that
Shaddadids was Kurdish origin, Ebn al-Athir draws attention to their connection
with Rawwadids as well [ibid. p. 84]. It is known that founders of the Rawwadids
were Arabs. It should be taken into account that ongoing new studies should be
delineated alienating the standardly accepted Kurdish descendance and evidencing
connection with the Arabic roots.

Conclusion
Mūsa bin Fażl has used two different laqābs on his coins. As mentioned
above, these laqābs are “ الفوادal-fouad” (cognition by heart) and “ المنصورalmansūr” (victorious). Among them " المنصورal-mansūr" was the sole laqāb of his
father Fażl bin Muhammad [Lebedev V.P. and all, 2006, p. 71].
Mūsa bin Fażl`s kunyah "abu`l-fath" (father of the conqueror) has not been
encountered on his coins, however it has been included in literature on the history
2
3

For further information on the definitions see Album S., 2013. pp. 11-12.
Probably, the identification is reckoned this word.
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of Shaddadids [Keleş N., 2006, p.131]. Nevertheless, Mūsa used the kunyah بن
" الفصلbin Fażl" (son of Fażl) on all of his coins.
Interestingly, the "nisba" (attribution) "šaddādi", previously encountered on Fażl
bin Muhammad`s coins, has not been used by Mūsa bin Fażl.
As a result, it is thought that this study will contribute to further researches by both
ours and other researchers. It is assumed that Mūsa bin Fażl's coin types will be
included to the scientific literature as well. Besides, hopefully new titles and laqābs
of Mūsa bin Fażl, which featured on coins, will be important source for historians
as well.

List of abbreviations:
AD –
AH –
g–
Ibid. –
i.e. –
mm –
PBUH –
p./pp. –

Latin: Anno Domini (in the year of the Lord), Gregorian calendar
Latin: Anno Hegirae (in the year of the Hijra), Islamic calendar
The gram
Latin: Ibidem (in the same place)
Latin: id est (that is)
The millimeter
Peace be upon him
Page(s)
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XÜLASƏ
Şəddadi hökmdarı Əbul-Fəth Musa bin Fəzl və onun sikkələri

Mustafa Şabanov
Azərbaycan Respublikası Xarici İşlər Nazirliyi

Məqalədə Şəddadi hökmdarlarından Əbü`l-Fəth Musa bin Fəzlin bu günə
qədər bilinməyən sikkələri tədqiq edilmişdir. Müəllif tədqiq olunan sikkələri tiplərə
bölərək, hər bir tipin xarakterik xüsusiyyətlərini ayrıca izah etmişdir. Məqalədə
kürd əsilli olduğu bilinən Şəddadilərin sikkələr üzərindəki yazılara əsaslanaraq,
kürd deyil, ərəb əsilli olduqlarına dair faktlar da ilk dəfə işıqlandırılır. Məqalə
tədqiq olunan sikkələrin şəkilləri, tiplərin ayrı-ayrı vizual təsvirləri, həmçinin
sikkələr arasında qarşılıqlı əlaqə və bağlılığı göstərən əyani sxemlə
zənginləşdirilmişdir.

Açar sözlər: Şəddadilər, Musa bin Fəzl, Əl-Qadir, Əl-Qaim, sikkə, vizual təsvir.
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РЕЗЮМЕ
Правитель Шаддадидов Абуль-Фата бин Фазл и его монеты

Мустафа Шабанов
Министерство Иностранных Дел Азербайджанской Республики

В настоящей статье были исследованы неизвестные до наших дней
монеты, произведенные в период правления одного из правителей
государства Шаддадидов Абуль-Фата бин Фазла. Автор разделяет монеты по
типам, отдельно описывая характеристики каждого из них. Основываясь на
надписях монет, впервые были приведены факты, доказывающие не
курдское, а арабское происхождение династии Шаддадидов. Статья
обогащена фотографиями монет и наглядными иллюстрациями их отдельных
типов, а также схемами, демонстрирующими наличие связи между ними.

Ключевые слова: Шаддадиды, Муса бин Фазл, аль-Кадир, аль-Каим, монета,
визуальное описание.

